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STATEMENT OF EVIDENCE OF CHRISTOPHER PATRICK CASSERLY 

INTRODUCTION 

1 My name is Christopher Patrick Casserly.  

2 I am a compliance specialist in the hospitality industry. I am the 

director and shareholder of Management and Compliance Services 

NZ Limited (Management and Compliance), a company that: 

2.1 Undertakes training assessments for staff involved in 

hospitality (e.g. ensuring staff check IDs and deal 

appropriately with intoxicated people); 

2.2 Assists with liquor license applications; and 

2.3 Runs Victoria Street Safe.  

3 I am also involved, along with Ruth Lawrence, in Host Help Limited, 

a company which undertakes training for hospitality staff.  

4 I have previously owned and managed licensed premises, and have 

worked in the hospitality industry for the past 16 years. I have been 

a member of Hospitality New Zealand for the last 8 years. I have 

also been involved in steering groups on compliance and 

professional standards within the industry.  

5 My evidence outlines: 

5.1 How I became involved with entertainment and hospitality 

operators on Victoria Street; 

5.2 Victoria Street Safe; 

5.3 Trends on Victoria Street; 

5.4 Some general comments on Victoria Street safe and the 

Victoria Street environment. 

6 I am giving this evidence for Pacific Park Investments Limited 

because it has been explained to me that CCC is now seeking a 

policy in the proposed Replacement District Plan (pRDP) that in 

effect says Victoria Street is not suitable for late night entertainment 

and hospitality, and that it is a residential area.  

MY INVOLVEMENT 

7 I initially became involved with entertainment and hospitality on 

Victoria Street in late 2014 when I was hired by one of Max 
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Bremner’s companies as the General Manager – Compliance at The 

Bog.  

8 That was a short term role, and required me to establish systems 

and procedures for The Bog, as well as training staff, to ensure 

there were no breaches of the liquor licensing legislation.  

9 Once it came to an end, I left The Bog and established Management 

and Compliance.  

10 Shortly afterwards, in about May 2015, I was approached by Mr 

Bremner again. He asked whether members of the Victoria Street 

Accord could hire my company to run a programme called Victoria 

Street Safe.  

11 I understood that the Victoria Street Accord comprised a group of 

Victoria Street hospitality operators, including the owners of The 

Carlton, King of Snake, Chinwag, Revival, Boo Radley’s, Mexicano’s, 

The Dirty Lands, The Bog, Harlequin Public House and the Casino.  

12 I was aware that Victoria Street Safe had been operating for a short 

period of time around the end of 2014 and beginning of 2015. It 

was being funded by the Christchurch City Council (CCC) and the 

Christchurch Casino, but I understand ‘went off the boil’ once CCC 

withdrew its funding.  

13 Mr Bremner explained that the Accord thought it had functioned 

well, and they wanted it to be re-established and run at their cost. 

VICTORIA STREET SAFE 

14 The Victoria Street Safe program involves ambassadors in high-

visibility branded vests patrolling Victoria Street between 10.00pm 

and 4.00am on Friday and Saturday nights.  

15 Ambassadors are responsible for: 

15.1 Communicating with the public on issues of compliance;  

15.2 Talking to the public about their behaviour, including 

preventing public urination, fights, vandalism and other 

disturbances;  

15.3 Assisting the public with getting taxis; 

15.4 Keeping people off vacant lots; 

15.5 Cleaning any vomit left in doorways or on footpaths; 
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15.6 Preventing pre-loading and side-loading; 

15.7 Picking up rubbish (including from empty lots and side 

streets); and 

15.8 Communicating with door staff (via handheld radios) about 

any issues with behaviour, including: 

(a) Giving descriptions of anyone causing trouble so door 

staff do not let them into licensed premises; and 

(b) Being advised by door staff about anyone that has 

been asked to leave licensed premises, so that the 

ambassadors can prevent them from creating a 

nuisance. 

16 The ambassadors’ style is not one of enforcement. Rather, they 

advise the public on the consequences should Police become 

involved (e.g. what the fine is for drinking in a liquor ban area) and 

provide assistance where it is needed.  

17 Local residents will soon be provided with magnets with a phone 

number printed on them. They can use that number to call in any 

noise complaints or other issues through to Street Safe 

ambassadors that they may have on Friday or Saturday nights. The 

phone has been purchased and the magnets are printed. 

TRENDS 

18 Victoria Street Safe ambassadors have been consistently visible on 

the Street for some time now, and I consider that the public 

recognises and respects that presence. Most of the time the public 

genuinely appreciate the ambassadors’ style of intervention (i.e. 

providing information, assistance and warnings rather than 

enforcement). 

19 This is reflected in both a reduction in the number of ambassadors 

required on Friday and Saturday nights (it has dropped from five to 

four), and a reduction in the level of incidents they respond to.  

20 I understand that other witnesses providing evidence for Pacific Park 

Investments Limited have mentioned the lack of time they have had 

to prepare their evidence, as a result of the significant changes 

made by CCC to the provisions they are seeking on the sale of 

alcohol at this late stage. This has affected me too, as I have had 

computer issues and have been unable to recover my spreadsheet 

records of incidents responded to within the timeframe for filing 

evidence.  
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21 I am generally aware, however, of the trends that incidents have 

followed. For instance, compared to when we started patrols I would 

say: 

21.1 There are now much lower numbers of public urination; 

21.2 We seldom see vomiting from intoxication; 

21.3 There is much less violence and vandalism, with incidents 

having dropped by around 40-50%; 

21.4 Levels of rubbish are much lower; and 

21.5 Side-loading has been virtually eliminated. 

22 Most of the ambassadors’ time is now spent assisting people with 

taxis.  

GENERAL COMMENTS 

23 I do not consider there are any ‘issues’ on Victoria Street such as to 

justify a policy like CCC is seeking.  The issues present immediately 

post-earthquake (I understand these are covered in the evidence of 

Brett Giddens) have virtually disappeared. 

24 I am also impressed by the way Victoria Street hospitality operators 

have: 

24.1 banded together to achieve the result they have, despite 

being competitors in business; 

24.2 taken the initiative to self-Police; and 

24.3 funded Victoria Street safe entirely out of their own pockets.  

25 Programmes similar to Victoria Street Safe have existed for a long 

time, but to my knowledge this is the first time it has been driven 

and funded by the industry itself.  

26 The Victoria Street operators are definitely doing more than any 

other entertainment and hospitality operators in Christchurch.  

27 This has not gone unnoticed. Hospitality New Zealand (who were 

involved in setting up the Victoria Street Accord) asked me to 

present on the Victoria Street Safe programme at a CCC meeting on 

21 October 2015. The Canterbury District Health Board (CDHB) and 

Police also attended my presentation.  
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28 I left the meeting with the impression that the CCC, CDHB and 

Police were impressed with Victoria Street Safe and how well it had 

worked.  

29 I understand that CCC wants to roll the programme out to other 

entertainment and hospitality precincts, but that they are finding it 

difficult to persuade the hospitality operators in those areas to fund 

it.  

 

Dated:  17 February 2016 

 

Christopher Patrick Casserly 
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